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Breaking News: With a record 16 teams issuing shares, the BSX-16 saw extremely
vigorous trading with the market reaching new heights. Nearly 3200 shares were sold at a
market valuation of approximately $6000.00. Analysts report that thirteen teams sold out
completely over two days with the remaining teams selling out in after market trading.
Completing their quest first, Lord of the Wings flew to new heights selling out their
complete stock offering in day one of trading. Cries of What the Cluck were heard
throughout the trading floor, as excitement built up over the impending fowl battle
between nuggets and wings. With the soothing sounds of la dolce vita playing in the
background, Papa Lang' Pasta shares flowed like rose sauce in the face of surrounding
barnyard shenanigans. Sugars brought a sweet experience to all lovers of cupcakes with
strong sales through the trading day. Meanwhile down at the Chill Grill investors chilled
out to the aromatic flavors of smoke meat. Not to be out baked, The Cookie Grill offered
a tasty treat as everyone took a big bite out of their stocks. Down by the courts Slam
Dunk Smoothies went into the 2 minute stretch, a strong contender as investors made 3
point shots one after the other. So-ya, investors went crazy over Wacky Lacky Teriaki
like a serving of chicken over a plate of rice. With angels singing and investors smiling
Holy Crepe religiously went about their business creating a warm glow over the
investment community. When investors get there, they know that the stores are not all
closed as Slider to Heaven is ready to serve up mini hamburger stocks so with a word
they can get what they came for. The market went all orange over Bialik Jewlup's return
in anticipation of a grill cheese and drink special. With things getting a little twisted,
Knotty Pretzel was able to unwind and create a salty sensation with investors. The
Salad Bowl attracted strong interest from the greenback community as promoters literally
went green in the face talking about their company. One question circulated throughout
the investment community, can they build it? The markets responded yes they can! - as
Build-a-Brownie stocks renovated individual investors. Making their points, Baller Inc
promoted their way to success one investor at a time as they opened up new market
territory. Mama ooo, Bohemian Wrap-City didn't make investors cry, as the markets
came back again this time tomorrow to carry on, carry on, buying their stocks...
Overall it was an exciting two days confirming a renewed faith the strength of the market.
Teams are all gearing up with their advertising campaigns and booth preparations for the
upcoming March 18th, 19th, & 20th PRODUCT selling. Everyone is invited to participate
when this years teams will be offering a wide range of food during the junior and senior
lunch time periods.
For more information and in depth analysis, feel free to contact m.antal@bialikmtl.ca and
become part of the Bialik team. The BSX is an affiliated member of the Student Stock
Exchange (SSX.CA).

